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Abstract

What role did urban machines play in national politics during the New Deal? To what
extent did they serve as facilitators in a local-national patronage system, converting
the flow of federal funds into their cities into votes for federal Democratic candidates?
To answer these questions, we bring together data on urban machines and work relief
spending, the New Deal programs that received the most public and political scorn for
their supposed patronage uses. Despite long-standing claims that Franklin D. Roosevelt
and other New Dealers funneled extra work relief funds to urban machines, and that
machines converted those funds into votes for the national Democratic Party, we find
little evidence of this exchange relationship. Machines did not receive a disproportion-
ate share of work relief funds, but they did see large influxes of federal funds, just like
other cities with high levels of economic need. And yet, based on two-way fixed effects
models and synthetic control analyses, wefindno evidence that they succeeded at using
those funds to turn out votes for President Roosevelt. We find evidence for just one
dimension of a local-national patronage system: Democratic Senate candidates did see
larger increases in vote share in machine counties versus non-machine counties with
similar increases in work relief expenditures.

1. Introduction

“Althoughmany people were important to Roosevelt’s political success, no single group
of men was more important to him than the big city bosses,” according to historian Lyle
Dorsett. “And in the final analysis no other man was destined to be so vital to the life
anddeath of urbanpoliticalmachines as FranklinD. Roosevelt.”1 Dorsettwasnot alone in
describing a mutually beneficial relationship between Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR) and
urban machines. Historians have documented several accounts of urban party bosses
attempting to leverage local control over federal New Deal funds to mobilize residents
in support of not just local politicians but also state- and federal-level Democratic can-
didates.2 In fact, during the 1930s, as journalists published stories of Works Progress
Administration (WPA) workers being forced to donate their wages to Democratic cam-
paigns,3 it became almost a truism that the New Deal was both a social welfare program
and a local-national patronage system that relied on urban machines to convert federal
dollars into Democratic votes.4

But while this argument is well-supported by archival evidence of urban bosses’ rela-
tionships with President Roosevelt and their efforts to secure him votes using New
Deal funds, scholars have yet to assess whether they succeeded in doing so. This is the
question that this paper takes up: to what extent did urban machines link together a
local-national patronage systemduring theNewDeal? Towhat extentwere urbanbosses

1 Lyle W. Dorsett, The Pendergast Machine (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968), 6.
2 Roger Biles, “Edward J. Kelly: NewDealMachine Builder,” in TheMayors: The Chicago Political Tradition, ed. P. M. Green

and M. G. Holli (Carbondale, IL: SIU Press, 1987), 111–25; Rita Werner Gordon, “The Change in the Political Alignment

of Chicago’s Negroes During the New Deal,” The Journal of American History 56, no. 3 (1969): 584–603; Jill Quadagno

and Madonna Harrington Meyer, “Organized Labor, State Structures, and Social Policy Development: A Case Study of

Old Age Assistance in Ohio, 1916-1940,” Social Problems 36, no. 2 (1989): 181–96; Eric Schickler, Racial Realignment: The

Transformation of American Liberalism, 1932-1965 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016); BruceM. Stave, The New

Deal and the Last Hurrah: Pittsburgh Machine Politics (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1970).
3 Stanley High, “The W.P.A.: Politician’s Playground,” Current History (1916-1940) 50, no. 3 (1939): 23–62.
4 See Donald S. Howard, The WPA and Federal Relief Policy (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1943).
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able to leverage the influx of federal funds during the New
Deal tomobilize their constituents in favor of the Democratic
Party?

To answer these questions, we draw on federal govern-
ment spending data compiled by economic historians Price V.
Fishback and Shawn Kantor5 and categorizations of New Deal
Democratic machines from secondary sources6 to shed light
on the relationship between local-, state-, and national-level
patronage politics during theNewDeal.We focus particularly
on the case of the New Deal’s work relief programs, as they
represented more than a third of federal grants made during
the New Deal from 1934–1940,7 and they were the programs
that urban bosses felt were most ripe for patronage.8

We explore the patronage relationship from both sides.
First, we ask: to what extent did a patronage logic dictate
the flow of work relief spending to U.S. cities and coun-
ties? Based on both a longitudinal comparison of work relief
expansion inmachine versus non-machine cities, and a cross-
sectional analysis of the political and economic predictors of
county-level work relief spending, we find no evidence that
machines benefited disproportionately from these programs.
Instead, the strongest predictors ofwork relief spendingwere
economic need, although we also find evidence that swing
counties received more money than otherwise similar coun-
ties.9 What about the other side of the relationship? Even if
urban machines did not get more than their fair share of the
federal pie, bosses still had incentives to use the funds they
did receive to generate support for federal Democrats: bosses
did experience a surge of patronage jobs and federal funds in
their cities, and they had no way of knowing that (control-
ling for need) they were getting no more than other, similar
cities. In short, given the historical evidence, it is likely that
many bosses thought federal New Dealers were holding up
their side of the exchange relationship.10

As such, we ask: as work relief programs expanded,
were urban machines particularly capable of turning out
Democrats in federal elections? We examine this answer
with respect to both Democratic Senate candidates and FDR

5 Price Fishback and Shawn Kantor, New Deal Studies (Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-

university Consortium for Political and Social Research, 2018).
6 Harvey Boulay and Alan DiGaetano, “Why Did Political Machines Disappear?”

Journal of Urban History 12, no. 1 (1985): 25–49; Rebecca Menes, “The Effect of

Patronage Politics on City Government in American Cities, 1900-1910,” NBER

Working Paper Series (1999); Jessica Trounstine, Political Monopolies in American Cities:

The Rise and Fall of Bosses and Reformers (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008).
7 Price Fishback, “HowSuccessfulWas theNewDeal? TheMicroeconomic Impact

of New Deal Spending and Lending Policies in the 1930s,” Journal of Economic

Literature 55, no. 4 (2017): 1435–85.
8 Steven P. Erie, Rainbow’s End: Irish-Americans and the Dilemmas of Urban Machine

Politics, 1840-1985 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990); Michael Lewis, “No

Relief from Politics: Machine Bosses and Civil Works,” Urban Affairs Quarterly 30, no.

2 (1994): 210–26.
9 Gavin Wright, 1974. “The Political Economy of New Deal Spending: An

Econometric Analysis,” The Review of Economics and Statistics 56, no. 1 (1974): 30–38;

Fishback, “Impact of New Deal”.
10 Susan C. Stokes, “Perverse Accountability: A FormalModel of Machine Politics

with Evidence from Argentina,” American Political Science Review 99, no. 3 (2005):

315–25. One of the challenges for client-patron relationships is that both sides can

renege unless there is an accountability mechanism, or unless both sides assume

the relationship will go on indefinitely. Machines essentially had no way of veri-

fying whether or not the New Dealers had reneged, and thus could not hold them

accountable.

himself. We find clear evidence that Democratic Senators’
vote share increased in machine counties. We estimate that
Senators saw a 4-percentage point larger increase in vote
share in machine counties, relative to non-machine coun-
ties, for states with average growth in work relief spending
between 1932 and 1936. However, FDR did not receive simi-
lar electoral benefits. Instead, in both county-level analyses
of presidential vote returns and synthetic control analyses,
we find little evidence that urban bosses were successful in
using work relief funds to turn out voters for FDR.

These findings contribute to long-standing questions
about the role of urban machines during the New Deal.
Observers at the time were overwhelmingly concerned that
Democratic politicians were using New Deal programs to
benefit urban bosses and themselves. But unlike previous
studies showing how patronage created entrenched party
dominance at both the local- and state-levels in the United
States,11 we have found only limited evidence that machines
were serving to connect voters on the street corner to federal
Democrats using work relief programs. While these findings
do not contradict compelling historical evidence that bosses
like Edward Crump ofMemphis worked tirelessly to elect FDR
while also advocating for their piece of federal patronage,
they do indicate that such politicians were not as successful
in their efforts as has previously been thought.

More generally, these findings offer new considerations
about the organizational and political bases of the New Deal
Democratic coalition. The New Deal marked an unprece-
dented rearrangement of the relationship between the fed-
eral government and the American public. And yet, even as
beneficiaries of the government’s novel largesse mobilized
to support their own programs, there is little evidence that
this mobilization drew recipients into the Democratic coali-
tion.12 Instead, scholars have argued that the national party
required local organization to succeed: urban machines and
organized labor, both of which connected Northern, urban
workers, in some cities across ethnoracial lines, to the party.13

But we find limited evidence that machines were better than
similar, non-machines at serving this organizational func-
tion. This provides further indication that the New Deal
realignment, and the centrality of Northern cities to its new
coalition, were not produced through self-interest or quid
pro quo alone—and suggests the importance of other forms
of organization, including labor, in shaping urban workers’
experience of the Great Depression and the political lessons
they drew from it.14

11 Olle Folke, Shigeo Hirano, and James M. Snyder, “Patronage and Elections in

U.S. States,” American Political Science Review 105, no. 3 (2011): 567–85; Trounstine,

Political Monopolies.
12 Stephanie Ternullo, “The Electoral Effects of Social Policy: Expanding Old-Age

Assistance, 1932-1940,” The Journal of Politics 84, no. 1 (January 2022): 226–41. Andrea

Louise Campbell, How Policies Make Citizens: Senior Political Activism and the American

Welfare State (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2003).
13 David R. Mayhew, Placing Parties in American Politics: Organization, Electoral

Settings, and Government Activity in the Twentieth Century (Princeton, NJ: Princeton

University Press, 1986); Daniel Schlozman, When Movements Anchor Parties: Electoral

Alignments in American History (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016).
14 Lizabeth Cohen, Making a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago, 1919-1939

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Jonathan Rodden, Why Cities Lose:

The Deep Roots of the Urban-Rural Political Divide (New York: Basic Books, 2019).
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2. Machine politics during the New Deal

Political machines in U.S. cities sprouted during
Reconstruction, reached a height during the Gilded Age, and
declined steadily until their eventual demise in the 1970s;
but for the intervening years they existed in various forms
throughout the United States.15 Leading up to and during
the New Deal, they were a semi-regular feature of American
politics.

A machine is a hierarchical form of political party organi-
zation that relies on brokers to distribute goods, services, and
patronage jobs in exchange for votes. Some machines were
organized under one city boss who effectively controlled city
politics, while others were neighborhood-based, with ward
bosses sitting at the top.16 Bosses fulfilled their side of these
quid pro quo relationships because they had access to (or
in the case of citywide bosses, controlled), the “local state,”
which made it possible for them to award municipal, county,
and party jobs to party members; pass laws and regulations
that were favorable to business or criminal interests; and
direct the behavior of the local police.17

To ensure that voters upheld their end of the bargain,
machines were highly centralized: from the precinct cap-
tain to the ward boss to the city-wide party leader(s), public
resources poured downward to residents, and votes flowed
back up again.18 Through these relationships, people on the
street corner were integrated into the party organization.19

In such a world, parties were strongest where the eco-
nomic needs weremost compelling—where voters weremost
dependent on patronage for economic survival.20 To maxi-
mize votes while minimizing costs, bosses sought aminimum
of political integration. In cities highly segregated by ethnic-
ity and race, machines funneled resources to specific, loyal
neighborhoods, thereby drawing together a minimum win-
ning coalition from different ethnic groups to gain and retain
political office.21

15 For a chart of machine prevalence from 1870-1950, see: M. Craig Brown

and Charles N. Halaby, “Machine Politics in America, 1870-1945,” Journal of

Interdisciplinary History 17, no. 3 (1987), 587–612. In Placing Parties, pg. 330, Mayhew

argues that the 1950s and 60s were a “golden age of sorts for American local organi-

zation” but that by the 1970s, machines and other strong local parties were “largely

losing out to candidate organizations that introduced capital-intensive campaigns.”
16 Brown and Halaby, “Machine Politics in America.”
17 Boulay and DiGaetano, “Did Political Machines Disappear?”; Craig M. Brown

and Barbara D.Warner, “Immigrants, Urban Politics, and Policing in 1900,”American

Sociological Review 57, no. 3 (1992): 293–305.
18 Harold F. Gosnell, “The Political Party versus the PoliticalMachine,” TheAnnals

of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 169, no. 1 (1933): 21–28; Stave,

Pittsburgh Machine Politics. This produced what Susan Stokes refers to as “perverse

accountability,” in which politicians must hold voters accountable for their ballot,

rather than the reverse.
19 Thomas M. Guterbock, Machine Politics in Transition: Party and Community in

Chicago (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980); William Foote Whyte, Street

Corner Society: The Social Structure of an Italian Slum, 4th ed., (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1993).
20 Raymond E. Wolfinger, “Why Political Machines Have NotWithered Away and

Other Revisionist Thoughts,” The Journal of Politics 34, no. 2 (1972): 365–98; Harold

Zink, Government of Cities in the United States (New York: Macmillan Co., 1939).
21 Erie,Rainbow’s End; Ira Katznelson, City Trenches: Urban Politics and the Patterning

of Class in the United States (New York: Pantheon Books, 1981).

Machines were, in short, experts at using state resources
to “maximize [their] electoral support”22 or, at least,
minimize their chances of losing. Because of this, schol-
ars have argued that machines were well-suited to serving
as connectors in a local-national Democratic Party machine
during the New Deal, linking voters from the street cor-
ner to the presidency. Moreover, such a relationship would
have been mutually beneficial: machines had an interest in
using their organizations to benefit federal-level Democrats
because the New Deal presented opportunities for consol-
idation and growth for many machines that had been in
decay for decades.23 This is because the federal government
devolved control over New Deal social programs to local lev-
els, expanding the very meaning of control over the local
state: it came to include not just local resources from prop-
erty taxes, fines, and assessments but also patronage jobs and
federal funds from new relief programs.24

3. Pathways to patronage in New Deal work relief programs

For this reason, local control was the key institutional fea-
ture of New Deal programs that made it possible for machine
politicians to turn New Deal dollars into support for federal
Democratic candidates.25 And while all New Deal programs
held the possibility for patronage—at the very least through
hiring in the new federal jobs that were created to adminis-
ter the programs—work relief programs were of the greatest
interest to machines because they also provided millions of
relief jobs.26 As such, this section describes the opportunities
for patronage in New Deal work relief programs as the locus
of power over spending and patronage jobs shifted across dif-
ferent levels of government. These details of program design,
as well as historical evidence of machines using work relief as
patronage, lead us to several predictions about howmachines
served as connectors in a local-national quid pro quo within
these programs.

22 James C. Scott, “Corruption, Machine Politics, and Political Change.” The

American Political Science Review 63, no. 4 (1969): 1144.
23 The Depression then posed further challenges to those machines that still

existed: their resources were dwindling, client demands swelled, and Southern

and Eastern European immigrants and their children—who machines had previ-

ously sought to keep politically apathetic—were realizing their political power. This

threw off machines’ ability to maintain the central balance at the heart of patron-

age politics: having sufficient resources to reward just enough voters to maintain a

minimal winning coalition. See Erie, Rainbow’s End.
24 See Mayhew, Placing Parties.
25 During the early years of FDR’s administration, local control was a conse-

quence of the scale and urgency of the emergency; but it persisted because of

lobbying both from Southern Congressmen who feared that expanding the fed-

eral government’s reach would topple the White supremacist order of the day, and

fromnorthern Representatives and cities who did notwant the federal government

interfering in their patronage systems. See SuzanneMettler, Dividing Citizens: Gender

and Federalism in New Deal Public Policy (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1998);

Jill S. Quadagno, “Welfare Capitalism and the Social Security Act of 1935,” American

Sociological Review 49, no. 5 (1984): 632–47. Kimberley S. Johnson, “The Color Line

and the State,” in The Oxford Handbook of American Political Development, ed. Suzanne

Mettler, Richard Valelly, and Robert Lieberman (New York: Oxford University

Press, 2016), 121–58; Desmond King, “Forceful Federalism against American Racial

Inequality,” Government and Opposition 52, no. 2 (2017): 356–82.
26 WPA relief rolls were typically double the size of a city’s public sector employ-

ment, see Erie, Rainbow’s End, 130-31. See also: Lewis, “No Relief from Politics.”
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3.1. FERA and the CWA, 1932–1935

The New Deal’s foray into work relief began on July 1,
1933, when Congress approved legislation that created the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) and autho-
rized $500,000,000 to be made available for federal grants-
in-aid to states. Harry Hopkins, the head of FERA, initially
intended for funds to go primarily to help the “employable”
rather than the “chronically dependent,” but the guidelines
were sufficiently open to interpretation that funds were typ-
ically divided into two categories: work relief and direct
relief.27 FERA was, as its name suggests, an emergency mea-
sure designed to mitigate the worst harms of the Great
Depression. As such, it relied on long-standing local relief
apparatuses to distribute funds and determine applicants’
needs.28

In an effort to curtail patronage, Hopkins deliberately
bypassed Congress in administering FERA: instead, it was
governors, including Republicans, who chose the state-level
administrators that directed fundswithin the state. This deci-
sion rankled Democrats from county party organizations all
the way up the Senate, many of whom wanted a piece of
this new federal patronage and complained about Hopkins to
James Farley, Chair of the Democratic National Committee.29

Among several disgruntled Senators, Harry S. Truman, then a
Senator fromMissouri, wrote to Farley, “when the patronage
was handed out the people who control things in the party in
this State were not recognized … it is rather discouraging to
say the least.”30

Examples abound of Hopkins’ commitment to depoliti-
cizing FERA. One of the few mechanisms that FERA had for
controlling state and local relief agencies was granted in
Section 3(b) of the 1933 authorization act, which allowed
Hopkins to withhold grants or federalize the administration
of state programs if he thought this would provide “more
effective and efficient cooperation between the state and
Federal authorities.”31 In March 1935, FDR used this author-
ity to grant Hopkins control of Ohio’s FERA administration,
due to “evidence concerning corrupt political interference
with relief.”32 This decision was made despite the fact that

27 Josephine Chapin Brown, Public Relief, 1929-1939 (New York: H. Holt and

Company, 1940).
28 Although it relied on existing institutional materials to accomplish its goals,

FERAmarked a departure fromHoover-era relief policies under the Reconstruction

Finance Corporation in two key ways: it offered grants rather loans to states, and

attempted to draw a “bright line” between public and private spending that for-

bade any FERA funds frombeing administered byprivate agencies, see Brown, Public

Relief,150. Aswill be discussed later, this linewas difficult to draw in practice but the

attempt and the changes it fosteredwere a consequential departure fromprior poli-

cies, see Elisabeth S. Clemens, Civic Gifts: Voluntarism and the Making of the American

Nation-State (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2020).
29 Ronald E. Marcello, “The Selection of North Carolina’s WPA Chief, 1935: A

Dispute Over Political Patronage,” TheNorth CarolinaHistorical Review 52, no. 1 (1975):

59–76; James T. Patterson, “The New Deal and the States,” The American Historical

Review 73, no. 1 (1967): 70–84.
30 As quoted in Patterson, “NewDeal and States,” 82. Truman to Farley, August 28,

1936, Democratic National Committee Files, Box 5, Missouri, Franklin D. Roosevelt

Library.
31 As quoted in Brown, Public Relief, 172. FER Act of 1933, Public No. 15, Seventy-

third Congress, section 3(b).
32 As quoted in Brown, Public Relief, 210. Roosevelt to Hopkins, March 16, 1935 in

FERA Monthly Report (March 1935), 18.

Ohio’s Governor Davey was a Democrat who at least tepidly
supported the New Deal, and later lost his re-election bid to
a Republican.33

And yet, despite Hopkins’ efforts to ensure professional,
apolitical administration of FERA, it was the local relief agen-
cies who were responsible for determining need, investi-
gating cases, disbursing money, and recommending work
projects.34 This devolution ultimately provided ample oppor-
tunity for racial and gender discrimination as well as
patronage.35

Shortly after FERA began, Hopkins sought FDR’s approval
to divert funds from the Public Works Administration, which
was slow to start its large-scale infrastructure projects, to a
new organization, the Civilian Works Administration (CWA),
which would take on shorter-term construction projects now
housed under the work relief components of FERA. Although
the CWA was a purely federal program in that workers
received pay directly from the federal government without
the states acting as financial intermediaries, its adminis-
tration and staffing was identical to FERA’s.36 As such, it
facedmany of the same challenges—among them, the intran-
sigency of local relief agencies, their discriminatory prac-
tices, and their ties with local politicians.37 The CWA federal
office received thousands of letters complaining of political
favoritism.38 Lorena Hickok, a journalist who served as one
of Hopkins’ six envoys traveling across the country, reported
on the graft in the local operations of the CWA. When visit-
ing Tampa, amachine city dominated by aWhite supremacist
party organization, she reported, “So far as CWAand relief are
concerned, this state seems to be chock full of politics and
petty graft. It seems to be worst in Tampa, which, I am told,
could teach even New York City something about political
control.”39

While Hopkins’ own intentions in both FERA and the
CWA were geared toward thwarting patronage, his efforts
were at odds with those of various Democratic Senators,
Congressional Representatives, and James Farley. But even as
several Democrats fought for control over spending and hir-
ing for New Deal programs, they all had different interests:
urban bosses wanted local control of both the relief roles
and the growing number of supervisorial and administra-
tive positions for the new relief programs; Senators wanted
to impose their powers of advice and consent over state-
level administrators of New Deal programs; Congressional

33 Edwin Amenta, et al., “Bring Back the WPA: Work, Relief, and the Origins of

American Social Policy in Welfare Reform,” Studies in American Political Development

12, no. 1 (1998): 1–56; David Joseph Maurer, “Public Relief Programs and Policies in

Ohio, 1929-1939” (PhD diss., The Ohio State University, 1962).
34 Dorothy M. Brown and Elizabeth. McKeown, The Poor Belong to Us: Catholic

Charities and American Welfare (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997).
35 Much like with other locally administered programs, FERA administration

became a mechanism for reproducing racial inequalities, see Amenta et al., “Bring

Back the WPA”; Brown, Public Relief ; Federal Works Agency, Final Report on the WPA

Program, 1935-1943 (Washington, DC, 1946).
36 Federal Works Agency,WPA Program.
37 Philip Harvey, “Learning from the New Deal,” The Review of Black Political

Economy 39, no. 1 (2012): 87–105.
38 Lewis, “No Relief from Politics.”
39 Lorena A. Hickok, One Third of a Nation: Lorena Hickok Reports on the Great

Depression, ed. Richard Lowitt andMaurine Beasley (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois

Press, 1981), 163.
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Representatives, depending onwhere they lived and towhom
their loyalties lay, often took opposing stances.40

3.2. TheWPA, 1936–1940

The administrative structure of the WPA, which replaced the
work relief components of the CWA and FERA beginning in
1936, was a compromise among many of these competing
claims. FDR was authorized to establish the WPA under the
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935. Unlike FERA,
the WPA located funding discretion within the federal gov-
ernment.41 But Hopkins’ crusade for a fully nationalized and
apolitical administration was only partially successful. City,
county, and state governments, aswell as local relief agencies,
remained essential to its administration. Local governments
were the primary sponsors of WPA projects: in 1940, about
half of sponsors were city, township, and county govern-
ments.42 Those sponsors submitted proposals to their state
WPA, which then sought approval from Washington, and if
that approval was granted, the state WPA helped develop
plans for how to administer the project. Local relief agencies
were also responsible for determining applicants’ eligibility
for WPA jobs.43

But it was the WPA itself that set the states’ employment
quotas—a process described as shrouded in “mysticism” by
Donald Howard in his early-1940s assessment of the WPA for
the Russell Sage Foundation.44 WPA administrators offered
different formulas to Congress over the years—most notably,
in 1940, then-administrator Colonel Harrington indicated
during a hearing held by the U.S. House of Representatives
that the agency employed a 40-40-20 formula, in which 40
percent of the quota was determined by a state’s popula-
tion, 40 percent by their unemployment, and 20 percent left
to WPA discretion based on recommendations from regional
and state administrators. This formula, apparently new that
year, appeared to have been modified by 1941 and, when
probed by Howard in 1942, “high federal officials … declared
that it was not being used.”45

There is no doubt that there was greater federal discre-
tion over the distribution of WPA spending than what was
provided for under FERA, CWA, and the Social Security Act’s
means-tested programs. But scholars have offered competing
interpretations of what this meant for patronage politics. For

40 Edwin Amenta, Bold Relief: Institutional Politics and the Origins ofModern American

Social Policy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998). Representatives’ affil-

iation with political machines influenced not just the level at which they wanted

decisions about New Deal administration to be made, but also their general sup-

port for expansive social spending, see Amenta et al., “Bring Back the WPA”; Edwin

Amenta and Drew Halfmann, “Wage Wars: Institutional Politics, WPA Wages, and

the Struggle for US Social Policy,” American Sociological Review 65, no. 4 (2000):

506–28.
41 Federal Works Agency,WPA Program.
42 Howard, Federal Relief Policy, 144.
43 This changed in 1939, when the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (ERA)

for the WPA included a provision that local relief agencies could now only refer

applicants to the WPA, which would have the final authority of certifying their

neediness. Prior to this, the WPA had resisted being the one responsible for cer-

tifying workers, but Congress sought a greater degree of national uniformity, see

Ibid, 361.
44 Ibid, 599.
45 Ibid, 596–99.

example, Fishback et al. and Wallis et al. argue that federal
control over job quotas in each state gave Hopkins greater
authority to limit patronage.46 That Hopkins was typically
opposed to patronage infiltrating his agencies is relatively
undisputed, but the idea that federal control meant greater
control for Hopkins himself is somewhat misleading.47 In
reality, the interests of various federal actors were multiple
and varied, as described above.

In fact, those Democratic Senators who had complained
that the New Deal was not abiding by the principle of “to
the victor goes the spoils” saw greater federal control of
WPA as a victory.48 In particular, they fought for and won a
role for the Senate in approving appointments of state- and
regional-level administrators, aswell as anyone earningmore
than $5,000 per year for the agency.49 This provided a direct
route for Democratic Senators to control the flow of patron-
age jobs within their states because the WPA leaders played
a key role in endorsing projects, determining the number of
workers each project needed, and deciding how to staff the
administrative personnel of the agency.50

That Senate confirmation of WPA administrators was a
route to patronage politicswaswell-understood at the time.51

TheWPA was reauthorized annually in a series of Emergency
Relief Appropriation Acts, and after Senate confirmation
was “inadvertently” left out of the 1938 act, it was reintro-
duced in 1939 amidst vehement opposition in the House.
As Representative Woodrum of Virginia, a Democrat with
an increasingly oppositional stance toward the New Deal52

stated in a floor speech in June 1939, Senate confirmation
would “throw the WPA right square into the middle of local
politics in every State in the Union.… There is consider-
able opinion to the effect that when we require State WPA
administrators to have political endorsements for appoint-
ment we aggravate the political interference in the program.
I certainly think that.”53

46 Price V. Fishback, Shawn Kantor, and John Joseph Wallis, “Can the New Deal’s

Three Rs Be Rehabilitated? A Program-by-Program, County-by-County Analysis,”

Explorations in Economic History 40, no. 3 (2003): 278–307; John J. Wallis, Price V.

Fishback, and Shawn E. Kantor, “Politics, Relief, and Reform. Roosevelt’s Efforts to

Control Corruption and Political Manipulation during the New Deal,” in Corruption

and Reform: Lessons fromAmerica’s Economic History, ed. Edward L. Glaeser and Claudia

Goldin (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006), 343–72.
47 For example, in his study of the CWA, Lewis argues that because of Hopkins

anti-patronage stance, the entire federal government shared that stance, see Lewis,

“No Relief from Politics.”
48 Patterson, “New Deal and States,” 83.
49 Hopkins attempted to subvert Senatorial control over state-wide administra-

tors by exploiting a loopholewhich allowed administrators from FERA to carry over

to the WPA without Senate approval.
50 Elias Huzar, “Legislative Control over Administration: Congress and the W. P.

A.,” TheAmerican Political Science Review 36, no. 1 (1942): 51–67; ArthurW.Macmahon,

John D. Millett, and Gladys Ogden, The Administration of Federal Work Relief (Chicago:

Published for the Committee on Public Administration of the Social Science

Research Council by Public Administration Service, 1941); Ronald E. Marcello, “The

Politics of Relief: The North Carolina WPA and the Tar Heel Elections of 1936,” The

North Carolina Historical Review 68, no. 1 (1991): 17–37.
51 Marcello, “Politics of Relief.”
52 James E. Sargent, “Woodrum’s Economy Bloc: The Attack on Roosevelt’s WPA,

1937-1939,” The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 93, no. 2 (1985): 175–207.
53 As quoted in Howard, Federal Relief Policy, 103. Woodrum was, by this point,

quite opposed to most New Deal programs, but according to Howard, he was not

alone in thinking this way about Senate confirmation. As Howard writes, “Officials
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Although Senators saw theWPAas a victory for patronage,
it also gave expanded control to the Executive Branch: it was
the administrators, appointed by FDR, who determined the
“mystic” employment allocation formulas. Whereas Hopkins
under FERA had to federalize a state’s program to take con-
trol, WPA administrators could shuffle funds from state to
state without much explanation—a fact that bolstered claims
about FDR using the WPA for political opportunism.54

As such, the WPA created for the first time a direct
and significant financial link between urban bosses—who
could propose projects to state-level administrators—and the
Executive Branch, which housed the WPA federal office that
would ultimately approve those projects. As Eriewrites of this
novelty: “For the bosses, theWPA represented a unique public
works grant-in-aid— a federally financed, locally picked labor
supply for machine initiated neighborhood projects…By
judicious choice of the type, location, and even timing of
WPA projects, machines could build neighborhood electoral
support.”55

4. Machines as links in a local-national patronage system

The historical record thusmakes clear that Democratic politi-
cians advocated for various administrative changes—a com-
bination of local influence and Senate confirmation—that
would allow them to leverage New Deal work relief dollars
for patronage purposes. In part for these reasons, and of
course for purely political purposes, New Deal work relief
programs were subject to relentless charges of “playing pol-
itics.” And importantly, critics did not just argue that these
programs were propping up local Democratic machines; they
also believed they benefited FDR himself.

By 1938, that criticism—aimed primarily at the WPA—had
reached a peak, as observers noted a massive uptick in the
employment quotas for key states in September and October
of 1936 and 1938, just before the elections.56 Although the FDR
administration offered several rebuttals and explanations for
these apparent inconsistencies, observers cast doubts on the
president’s intentions for a variety of reasons, including the
administration’s failure to demystify state employment quo-
tas and the Senate’s role in WPA administrators’ confirma-
tion. As journalist Stanley High, writing in Current History in
1939, proclaimed of Senatorial confirmation: “Through that
ample opening the bossesmoved in. Formost of the four years
since, the WPA has been their happy hunting ground. From
the White House down to the precinct captain, this preserve
has been protected…”57 Journalists like High indicated that
they knew exactly how those extra, federally funded jobs in

who have served in both organizations have declared that requiring Senate confir-

mation of certain appointments marked the real beginning of political pressures

upon the administration of federal relief,” see Ibid, 114.
54 Brown, Public Relief ; Howard, Federal Relief Policy.
55 Erie, Rainbow’s End, 131.
56 Howard, Federal Relief Policy; Patterson, “New Deal and States.”
57 High, “Politician’s Playground,” 23. Other journalistic accounts at the time also

recognized the crucial political role of Senate confirmation (e.g., Joseph Alsop and

Robert Kintner, “The Guffey: Biography of a Boss, New Style,” The Saturday Evening

Post, March 26, 1938, 5-7 and 98-102; Joseph Alsop and Robert Kintner, “The Guffey:

The Capture of Pennsylvania.” The Saturday Evening Post, April 16, 1938, 16-17 and

98-103).

the fall of 1936 and 1938 had benefited FDR and Democratic
candidates up-and-down the ballot: interviews with angry
WPA workers suggested they were forced to donate portions
of their paychecks to the local Democratic Party, spend their
“work hours” for campaign-related activities, and even erect
billboard “shrines” and roadside advertisements for FDR and
other Democrats.58,59

Drawing on these accounts, as well as letters to James
Farley, Harry Hopkins, and the various New Deal agencies,
historians have described a pattern of patronage that led
straight from the federal government, through states, and all
theway to the precinct captains, then back up again.60 As Erie
notes, FDR ran a risk in trying to use work relief funds to his
political advantage—negative coverage like High’s could dis-
suade non-WPA workers from voting for the president. For
this reason, Erie argues that “Partisan conversion of theWPA
required discreetmiddlemen—the bosses.”61 These hierarchi-
cal party organizations were the ideal mediators between
federal New Dealers and work relief recipients, relying on
an existing apparatus of precinct committee members and
ward leaders to convert work relief into votes. For example,
amidst the rise of the new Democraticmachine in Pittsburgh,
one committee member explained his job: “The secret of
a good committeeman is to help people, grab the oppor-
tunity and help.… In that manner you obligate the voters
[…] It can work in reverse. One family voted against FDR
because they dislikedme!”62 In otherwords, local partymem-
bers saw their role as binding urban voters to not just the
local, but the national Democratic Party, and they used fed-
eral patronage to accomplish this. Such accounts are not
limited to Pittsburgh, but also appear in historical investiga-
tions of well-known machine cities like Chicago, Kansas City,
Memphis, and Jersey City.63

This discussion leads to three predictions about the role
of urban machines in sustaining a local-national quid pro
quo using New Deal work relief programs. (1) First, despite

58 Alsop and Kintner, “Biography of a Boss,” 98.
59 As urban machines began to decline and then disappear entirely in the post-

WWII era, scholars wondered whether this might be due, in part, to the New

Deal itself. The intuition for this claim was rooted in the functionalist account of

machine politics: given that machines were often judged immoral by many seg-

ments of the public, they must have persisted because they fulfilled some function

not being taken care of by other political organizations. See Robert K. Merton,

“Some Functions of the Political Machine,” in Social Theory and Social Structure,

Revised ed., (New York: Free Press, 1957), 72–82. If that function was to provide

for the basic material needs of the public (perhaps in a uniquely personalistic fash-

ion, as Merton claims), then the New Deal would have undermined the need for a

machine by directly incorporating citizens into a world of federally-funded social

welfare. Even Wolfinger, who insists that machines did not fall by the wayside in

the years after the New Deal, recognizes that the federal government’s interven-

tion in social welfare provision indeed undermined the appeal of urban machines.

Mayhew’s conclusion is that the New Deal strengthened machines in the short-run

(via work relief programs) but undermined them in the long-run, by creating a

direct link to welfare that did not run through the local party organization. See

Wolfinger, “Revisionist Thoughts”; Mayhew, Placing Parties.
60 Katznelson argues that federal funds during a timeof scarcitywere essential to

keeping machines in power and cementing “leader-follower” ties, see Katznelson,

City Trenches, 125.
61 Erie, Rainbow’s End, 137.
62 Stave, Pittsburgh Machine Politics.
63 Dorsett, Pendergast Machine; Lyle W. Dorsett, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the City

Bosses (PortWashington, NY: Kennikat Press, 1977); Gordon, “Change in the Political

Alignment.”
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Hopkins’ efforts during FERA and the CWA, all work relief
programs provided some opportunity for patronage. We
therefore expect that machines received more work relief
spending per capita than otherwise similar non-machine
cities. But machines had no way of verifying whether they
received more than their fair share of these New Deal pro-
grams, meaning that they were unable to hold federal New
Dealers accountable if they reneged on their side of the
quid pro quo. Moreover, bosses’ experience of work relief
programs was characterized by an influx of federal work
relief funds, which scholars argue were large enough in abso-
lute terms to instigate a local-national patronage exchange,
regardless of their size relative to non-machine cities.64 As
such, we expect that, given the same increases in state-level
work relief expenditures per capita, machines were better
able than non-machine cities to leverage those funds to gen-
erate votes for (2) Democratic Senatorial candidates, who
were sometimes the key links between urban machines and
FDR and wielded important power over the distribution of
WPA funds, and (3) President Roosevelt.

5. Data sources and variable construction

To test these expectations, we draw on several different
sources of data on voting, urban machines, and federal gov-
ernment expenditures during the period of the New Deal
through the onset of World War II (1932–1940). We carry
out four main analyses at different levels of aggregation to
arrive at our conclusions. First, we examinewhethermachine
cities saw larger increases in work relief expenditures than
non-machine cities from 1933–1940. Second, we estimate the
predictors of total county-level work relief spending from
1933–1939. Next, we look at the other side of the quid pro
quo relationship. Our third analysis is a two-way fixed effects
model, comparing Democratic vote share in machine and
non-machine counties, in states with the same increases in
work relief spending. We find that machines were able to
turn out their constituents for Democratic Senators, but not
for FDR. Given that this latter finding does not conform to
the expectations laid out above, our final analysis tests the
robustness of this null result through synthetic control anal-
yses using Chicago and Pittsburgh as cases. The historical
record consistently argues that bothmachines usedNewDeal
dollars to build their operations and turn out votes for FDR.65

And yet, these analyses verify our earlier findings—neither
city produced a higher Democratic vote share after 1936 than
the comparable synthetic control made up of non-machine
cities.

5.1. Machine cities/counties

Several political scientists, historians, and economists have
offered their own definitions of urban machines during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, often including the New
Deal era. Following Trounstine, we began our search by lim-
iting the scope to the 100 largest cities in 1930, according

64 Dorsett, Pendergast Machine; Erie, Rainbow’s End; Mayhew, Placing Parties.
65 Erie, Rainbow’s End.

to Gibson.66 To determine whether or not a city contained a
Democratic machine during the New Deal era, we then con-
sulted several secondary sources that had already compiled
similar lists.67 Trounstine’s Political Monopolies in American
Cities provided the most detailed and extensive account,
including dates when machines had consolidated into politi-
cal monopolies and had sufficiently biased electoral rules in
their favor, as well as dates for machine demise. However,
because we do not require that a machine had become a
local monopoly according to Trounstine’s definition, we also
consider five other sources that cover multiple machines:
Boulay and DiGaetano’s accounting of the timing and demise
of urban machines; Dorsett’s detailed treatment of seven
machines during the New Deal; Erie’s work on Irish politi-
cal machines; Mayhew’s discussion of machine organizations
during the reform era and the New Deal; and Menes’ work on
machines during the early twentieth century. If two of these
sources found evidence that amachine was active during two
ormore of FDR’s presidential elections and run by Democrats,
we took their definition. If only one source noted a machine,
or if therewas disagreement among the sources,we consulted
additional secondary sources and newspaper articles to inde-
pendently verify these definitions. These additional sources
were most often case studies of state- or city-level political
developments, usually produced for state historical associa-
tions. Table 1 provides a list of the machine cities included
in our analyses, the sources we used to identify them, and
further information about how our list compares to other
secondary sources.

Boston was the only case in which we had to adjudicate
disagreements among our main sources as to whether a city
had a political machine. While several treatments of urban
machines during the New Deal include Boston (Dorsett, Erie,
Boulay and DiGaetano), there is debate as to whether Mayor
James Michael Curley was a true “boss.” Much of this debate
centers around Curley’s external relationships: because FDR
did not trust Curley’s ability to bring him votes, he appar-
ently cut Curley out of New Deal patronage and worked
instead with Massachusetts’ Democratic Senator.68 As such,
we include Boston so as not to sample on our dependent vari-
ables (whether Boston receivedmorework relief andwhether
the local party used it to benefit FDR and other New Dealers).
Moreover, Curley appears to have used city jobs to build the
local party apparatus of a typical machine.69 As an additional
robustness check, we find that removing Boston from our list
of machine cities does not change results.

As the table indicates, it is possible that several machines
began or ended during the New Deal; but given the difficulty
of determining theprecise start or enddates of complexparty

66 Campbell Gibson, Population of the 100 Largest Cities and Other Urban Places in the

United States (Washington, DC: Population Division, US Bureau of the Census, 1998);

Trounstine, Political Monopolies.
67 Boulay and DiGaetano, “Did Political Machines Disappear?”; Trounstine,

Political Monopolies; Menes, “Effect of Patronage Politics.”
68 Dorsett, Franklin D. Roosevelt; Charles H. Trout, Boston, the Great Depression, and

the New Deal (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977).
69 From Trout, Boston, 42, “James Michael…adroitly pieced together the city’s

best-run organization. Circumventing the majority of Democratic ward leaders,

Curley relied on his own precinct captains …Paid off with positions at City Hall,

Curley’s workers were devoted.”
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Table 1. New Deal Machines, 1932–1940

Name Sources Entire New Deal? If No, Start/End Date:

Albany, NY Boulay & DiGaetano/Menes/Trounstine/Erie Yes

Boston, MA Boulay & DiGaetano/Trout/Erie Yes

Camden, NJ Trounstine/Dorwart No Starts 1936

Chicago, IL Boulay & DiGaetano/Dorsett 1977/Menes/Trounstine/Erie/Mayhew Yes

Denver, CO Trounstine/Boulay & DiGaetano/Dorsett 1986 Yes

Jersey City, NJ Boulay & DiGaetano/Dorsett 1977/Menes/Trounstine/Mayhew Yes

Kansas City, MO Boulay & DiGaetano/Dorsett 1977/Menes/Trounstine/Mayhew No Ends 1939

Louisville, KY Boulay & DiGaetano/Menes/Trounstine No Ends 1938

Memphis,TN Boulay & DiGaetano/Dorsett 1977/Menes/Trounstine/Mayhew Yes

New Orleans, LA Boulay & DiGaetano/Menes/Trounstine/Mayhew Yes

Providence/Pawtucket, RI Trounstine/McLoughlin/Mayhew/Daoust Yes

Pittsburgh, PA Boulay & DiGaetano/Stave/Trounstine/Erie/Mayhew Yes

San Antonio,TXa Trounstine/Booth and Johnson Maybe Ends 1939 or 1946

St Louis, MO Boulay & DiGaetano/Menes/Primm/Stein Yes

Tampa, FLa Trounstine/Kerstein Yes

Utica, NY Menes/Bean Yes

Note: We include Utica as a machine city, although only Menes identifies it as a Republican machine. Bean (1994) refers to Utica as a machine that switched to the Democrats in the late
1920s. Utica’s machine turned out voters for FDR’s gubernatorial campaign in 1928 and received patronage from him when he was governor. With respect to San Antonio,Trounstine
considers the machine monopoly as ending in 1939, the year when the machine mayor (Quinn) lost election to a reform candidate; but because Quinn returned to office in 1941, Booth
and Johnson argue that the machine staved off real reform until the late-1940s.
aMembers of the Denver andTampa party organizations had ties to the Ku Klux Klan and other white supremacist groups, and the San Antonio bosses worked to suppress and channel a
growing MexicanAmerican voting bloc.As such, local control in these cities served the dual purpose of perpetuating the racially unequal distribution of New Deal resources and maintaining
machine power.

organizations, our “machine” measure is a time-invariant
binary indicator, taking the value of 1 if a city/county is listed
in Table 1, and 0 otherwise. In Table A5 of the Appendix, we
replicate our longitudinal analyses using a time-varying def-
inition of machines, based on the start and end dates shown
in Table 1, and find nearly identical results.

Although city and county boundaries rarely overlap
directly, we believe that analyses using the county-level
indicator is a reasonable conceptualization of the machine
as a political organization because, while machines were
often centered on mayors in major cities, they were typ-
ically linked closely to the lowest-level of political party
operation in the United States—that is, the county politi-
cal party. For example, as Dorsett and Erie describe, some
of the most infamous urban machines of the New Deal era
were really county-wide operations, with power located in
the hands of the mayor, the chair of the County Democratic
Party, or shared between the two.70 This includes the
Pendergast machine in Kansas City/Jackson County, MO;
the Kelly–Nash machine in Chicago/Cook County, IL; the
Crump machine in Memphis/Shelby County, TN; the Hague
machine in Jersey City/Hudson County, NJ; the combination

70 Dorsett, Franklin D. Roosevelt; Erie, Rainbow’s End.

of the Pawtucket and Providence machines in Providence
County, RI; the San Antonio machine in Bexar County; the
O’Connell machine in Albany/Albany County, NY; and the
Lawrence/Guffey machine in Pittsburgh/Allegheny County.
It was often through these county-level parties thatmachines
were linked to state-wide political parties and wielded power
in state-level nominating conventions. As such, the county is
an important and useful level of analysis.

5.2. New Deal expenditures

To construct measures of New Deal expenditures, we draw
on federal government spending data at the city-, county-,
and state-levels. All data are from economic historians Price
V. Fishback and Shawn Kantor who digitized records from
the U.S. Office of Government Reports (OGR) showing total
county-level federal spending on New Deal programs, aggre-
gated and averaged over the period 1933-1939, and state-level
federal spending for each state and year from 1918-1941.71

71 Fishback and Kantor, New Deal Studies. U.S. Office of Government Reports,

County Reports of Estimated Federal Expenditures March 4, 1933– June 30, 1939, Statistical

Section Report, no. 10 (1940); U.S. Office of Government Reports, Direct and

Cooperative Loans and Expenditures of the Federal Government for Fiscal Years 1933 through

1939, Statistical Section Report, no. 9 (1940).
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The OGR did not report county-by-year data. Fishback and
Kantor also digitized records on public and private spend-
ing in 116 U.S. cities over the period 1929-1940.72 Each source
contains data on the work relief programs of interest to us:
the FERA, Civil Works Administration (CWA), and WPA. City-
level data further breaks down the direct relief and work
relief components of FERA spending, such that we are able to
remove the funds that were directed toward the “chronically
dependent” for sustenance rather than for work.

Unfortunately, none of these data are perfectly suited to
understanding the relationship between New Deal expendi-
tures, urban machines, and Democratic mobilization. Ideally,
we would have county-by-year data for the entire country,
spanning at least the 1932–1940 time period. Short of this,
we triangulate among all three data sets—state- and city-
level data for the full period and county-level data for only a
portion—to paint the most detailed picture possible of these
relationships. This is particularly important because previ-
ous studies of New Deal spending have reached contradictory
conclusions regarding the economic or political logic of how
money was distributed, based on whether they examined
county- or state-level data.73

6. Analytic strategy

We undertake four analyses to answer our two research ques-
tions. We begin by exploring whether there is support for the
idea that urban machines received more federal patronage
than other cities. To do so, we first assess whether the rise in
work relief spending per capita was greater in machine cities
versus non-machine cities using the longitudinal data on
public spending in 116 cities. We show that machines did see
larger increases in work relief spending than non-machine
cities between 1933 and 1936, but first differences analyses
show that this difference was not statistically distinguishable
from zero.

While these longitudinal data are rich and detailed, they
do not allow us to assess what did predict the local distribu-
tion of work relief, and what role (if any) politics played in
that distribution. To do so, we next predict county-level per
capita spending across all work relief programs (FERA, CWA,
andWPA) from1933 to 1939 according to the followingmodel:

WorkReliefPerCapitai = Politicsi + Economicsi
+ Demographicsi + 𝛼r + 𝜖i (1)

Where WorkReliefPerCapitat is the average total work
relief expenditure in a county over the 1933–1939 period;
𝛼r represents regional fixed effects; and 𝜖i represents the
idiosyncratic error term. Although we attempted to mea-
sure the direct relationship between machine counties and

72 Enid Baird and John Melville Lynch, Public and Private Aid in 116 Urban

Areas, 1929-38: With Supplement for 1939 and 1940 (Washington, DC: Bureau of Public

Assistance, Social Security Board, 1942).
73 See, for example, J. F. Couch andP.M.Williams, “NewDeal or SameOld Shuffle?

The Distribution of New Deal Dollars Across Alabama,” Economics & Politics 11, no. 2

(1999): 213–23; Robert K. Fleck, “The Value of the Vote: A Model and Test of the

Effects of Turnout on Distributive Policy,” Economic Inquiry 37, no. 4 (1999): 609–23;

Wright, “Economy of New Deal Spending.”

work relief spending, we are limited by a small number of
observations in this cross-sectional analysis and thus lack
statistical power. As such, we use this model to provide evi-
dence as to the underlying political and economic logics
of work relief spending. The vector Politicst includes several
indicators drawn from existing literature. When it comes
to government programs like New Deal work relief, which
lack established, public rules for the distribution of funds
(“nonprogrammatic” distribution),74 scholars have identified
several ways that politics might affect “who gets what:” first,
FDR and Congressional Democrats may have used their influ-
ence over the new programs to reward reliably Democratic
counties, home to their “core” voters;75 second, they may
instead have targeted swing voters, trying to tip the balance
and persuade them to vote for Democrats;76 and finally, given
FDR’s control overWPA appointments and the opaque alloca-
tion work relief resources, FDR may have sought to use those
resources to benefit members of his own party, strengthen-
ing the Democratic ticket down the ballot.77 As such, our
political indicators include: the average two-party vote share
for Senate, governor, and president during all elections from
1922–1928 (a measure of Democratic support) and the abso-
lute value of the difference between Democratic support and
50 percent (a measure of the extent to which it is a “swing”
county”);78 an indicator that tallies each county’s total num-
ber of Democratic Party representatives in the House of
Representatives, Senate, and Governor;79 and an adaptation
of Ansolabehere, Gerber, and Snyder’s measure of malappor-
tionment at the state-house level to the U.S. Congressional
level.80 We further include a variety of economic indicators

74 Susan C. Stokes, et al., Brokers, Voters, and Clientelism: The Puzzle of Distributive

Politics (New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2013).
75 Stephen Ansolabehere and James M. Snyder Jr, “Party Control of State

Government and the Distribution of Public Expenditures,” The Scandinavian Journal

of Economics 108, no. 4 (2006): 547–69. Steven J. Balla, et al., “Partisanship, Blame

Avoidance, and the Distribution of Legislative Pork,” American Journal of Political

Science 46, no. 3 (2002): 515–25. Kenneth N. Bickers and Robert M. Stein, “The

Congressional Pork Barrel in a Republican Era,” The Journal of Politics 62, no. 4

(2000): 1070–86. Gary W. Cox and Mathew D. McCubbins, “Electoral Politics as a

Redistributive Game,” The Journal of Politics 48, no. 2 (1986): 370–89. Steven D. Levitt

and James M. Snyder Jr., “Political Parties and the Distribution of Federal Outlays,”

American Journal of Political Science 39, no. 4 (1995): 958–80.
76 Bickers and Stein, “The Congressional Pork Barrel”; Michael C. Herron

and Brett A. Theodos, “Government Redistribution in the Shadow of Legislative

Elections: A Study of the Illinois Member Initiative Grants Program,” Legislative

Studies Quarterly 29, no. 2 (2004): 287–311; Robert M. Stein and Kenneth N. Bickers,

“Congressional Elections and the Pork Barrel,” The Journal of Politics 56, no. 2 (1994):

377–99; Wright, “Economy of New Deal Spending.”
77 Christopher R. Berry, Barry C. Burden, and William G. Howell, “The President

and the Distribution of Federal Spending,” American Political Science Review 104, no.

4 (2010): 783–99; Valentino Larcinese, Leonzio Rizzo, and Cecilia Testa, “Allocating

the U.S. Federal Budget to the States: The Impact of the President,” The Journal of

Politics 68, no. 2 (2006): 447–56.
78 Ansolabehere and Snyder, “Party Control of State Government.”
79 Berry, Burden, and Howell, “Distribution of Federal Spending”; Larcinese,

Rizzo, and Testa, “Impact of the President.”
80 See Stephen Ansolabehere, Alan Gerber, and Jim Snyder, “Equal Votes, Equal

Money: Court-Ordered Redistricting and Public Expenditures in the American

States,” American Political Science Review 96, no. 4 (2002): 767–77. To calculate this,

we measured each county’s number of Congressional Representatives based on

areal weights linking historic county and Congressional District boundaries, see:

Andreas Ferrara, Patrick Testa, and Liyang Zhou, “New Area- and Population-Based

Geographic Crosswalks for U.S. Counties and Congressional Districts, 1790-2020,”

SSRN Working Paper. More specifically, we used the weights to calculate the area of
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from Fishback et al. and Wallis et al., represented by vector
Economicst, that may have dictated work relief spending, as
well as several demographic variables from the 1930 and 1940
Census.81 Table A1 of the Appendix shows descriptive statis-
tics for all political, economic, and demographic covariates.

After evaluating whether machines received more work
relief funds than non-machine cities, and whether a political
or economic logic dictated the flow of work relief spend-
ing, we turn to our second question: did machines generate
more votes for federal Democratic candidates, given the same
increases in work relief funds? To answer this question, we
first compare changes in Democratic vote share in both sen-
atorial and presidential elections, between states with more
and less work relief spending per capita, and between coun-
ties that are or are not dominated by a political machine.
Given the timing of New Deal work relief programs, which
began in 1933, our analysis extends from 1932-1940. More
specifically, we estimate the following model:

DemVoteShareit = 𝛽1WorkReliefPerCap
st

+ 𝛽2WorkReliefCap
st

: MachineCounty
i

+ 𝛼i + 𝛾t + p
r
+ Xit + 𝜖it (2)

Where DemVoteShareit is the Democratic vote share for
president or Senate in county i in year t, from the ICPSR.
We focus on these two branches of government because,
as described above, Senators were seen as key mediators in
the process of local-national political patronage—both for
their own benefit, and for the benefit of the president. 𝛼i

represents county fixed effects, which control for observed
and unobserved time-invariant differences across counties;
𝛾t represents year fixed effects, which account for any shocks
particular to certain election years; and pr represents region
fixed effects for each of the nine Census-designated regions.
𝜖it represents the idiosyncratic error term, which is clustered
at the state level. MachineCounty

i
is a binary variable tak-

ing a 1 if a county contained a machine, 0 otherwise. Because
this is a time-invariant measure, we can only estimate the
partial interaction. WorkReliefPerCap

st
is the amount of fed-

eral work relief spending per capita in state s in year t. The
work relief programs operative in each year vary: for the
presidential vote share models, the measure includes only
WPA spending because it was the only work relief program in
place during presidential elections; and for the Senate mod-
els it is a combination of FERA and CWA prior to 1936 and
just the WPA thereafter. Our estimate of interest is 𝛽2, which
we can interpret as the average difference in the change in
Democratic vote share, between machine and non-machine
counties with the same change in state-level work relief per
capita.

To interpret 𝛽2 as an unbiased estimate of this difference,
we assume that, if there were any state-level changes from
1932 to 1940 that affected Democratic voting other than work

each county that fell in each intersecting district, and then calculated the portion

of that district covered by that county. We then aggregated by county for a county-

level count of Representatives, divided population, and normalized this measure at

the state-level per Ansolabehere, Gerber, and Snyder.
81 Fishback, Kantor, and Wallis, “New Deal’s Three R’s”; Wallis, Fishback, and

Kantor, “Politics, Relief, and Reform.”

relief spending, those changes affected voting behavior in
machine- and non-machine cities similarly. If, for example,
states that saw the largest increases in work relief per capita
also saw the largest increases in unemployment, and that
unemployment was concentrated in machine rather than
non-machine cities in those states, and those needy voters
were turning toward the Democratic Party for reasons apart
from work relief and machine organization, this could vio-
late our modified parallel trends assumption. Although we
observe only small differences in our measures of economic
need across machine and non-machine counties (per Table
A1), we address these concerns in several ways. First, our pre-
ferred model includes several time-varying covariates at the
county level, shown above in vector Xit; a state-level mea-
sure of all other New Deal grants per capita, by year; and
fixed-effects for the Census’ nine regions.82 Table A1 of the
Appendix shows the descriptive statistics for the machine
indicators, outcome variables, and controls. Second, we repli-
cate Model (2) with time-varying state trends, in Table A6,
and find substantively similar results.

And finally, our last analysis provides a robustness check
for the findings from Model (2). In particular, we probe a set
of surprising null results, namely, that machine counties did
not generate more votes for FDR than non-machine counties.
We consider two case studies where we have a particularly
strong expectation of finding evidence that machines used
New Deal work relief funds to support FDR: Pittsburgh and
Chicago. This is because both Democratic machines emerged
during the New Deal, and both new bosses received favors
from FDR because FDR believed they were providing him
votes. As such, if there were any machines that might have
succeeded in using New Deal dollars to generate votes for
FDR, it was them. To evaluate whether this is the case, we
created synthetic controls, drawing on demographic, polit-
ical, and spending data from non-machine counties to create
estimated counterfactuals of what the voting trajectories of
Chicago and Pittsburghwould have been had they not consol-
idated machines in 1936.83 The synthetic control in each case
is the “weighted average of all potential comparison units
that best resembles the characteristics of the case of inter-
est.”84 In this way, synthetic control analyses are similar to
matchingwhere a treated unit (amachine county) ismatched
with an untreated unit (a non-machine county). Synthetic
control methods are particularly useful in small N analy-
ses because they can reveal whether exemplary cases, like

82 Given that the Census is collected only decennially, we have used linear

interpolation to estimate the demographic measures for election years between

censuses. Where linear interpolation was necessary, we followed the Census’

recommended method of estimation, which uses a weighted average of the two

decennial years to estimate the population in the intervening, see U.S. Census

Bureau, Methodology for the Intercensal Population and Housing Unit Estimates: 2000 to

2010, (Washington, DC: Census Bureau, 2012), https://www2.census.gov/programs-

surveys/popest/technical-documentation/methodology/intercensal/2000-2010-

intercensal-estimates-methodology.pdf.
83 Alberto Abadie, Alexis Diamond, and Jens Hainmueller, “Synthetic Control

Methods for Comparative Case Studies: Estimating the Effect of California’s Tobacco

Control Program,” Journal of the American Statistical Association 105, no. 490 (2010):

493–505.
84 Alberto Abadie, Alexis Diamond, and Jens Hainmueller, “Comparative Politics

and the Synthetic Control Method,” American Journal of Political Science 59, no. 2

(2015): 496.
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Table 2. Work Relief Spending and Democratic Vote Share in Machine
Versus Non-Machine Counties, 1932–1940

Presidential Senatorial
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Work Grants per
Capita

0.118
(−0.292,
0.527)

0.068
(−0.290,
0.426)

−0.324
(−1.428,
0.781)

−0.217
(−1.286,
0.852)

Work Grants per
Capita:Machine
County

−0.270
(−0.557,
0.017)

−0.313
(−0.633,
0.007)

0.285*
(0.043,
0.526)

0.399*
(0.059,
0.739)

Year & County
FEs

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Region FEs No Yes No Yes

Time-Varying
Covariates

No Yes No Yes

Observations 271 271 274 274

R2 0.908 0.915 0.861 0.865

Note: 95% confidence interval shown in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at the
state level *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

Pittsburgh and Chicago, perform as our two-way fixed effects
model predicts. Here, we create the synthetic controls using
several indicators from before 1936, the year that Chicago
and Pittsburgh each consolidated machines: 1930 county-
level demographics (the same used in the models in Table 2);
Democratic presidential vote share from 1928 and 1932; and
average work relief spending per capita from 1933-1935 (all
of the “pre-treatment” years). For the last piece, we matched
the city-level public spending data from 1933-1936 to coun-
ties. This is not a perfect match, but as noted above, there
is no county-by-year data on New Deal spending; as such, we
rely on the city-level data to capturemost of the county-level
variation inwork relief spending during the period. That said,
we also ran the analyses leaving out the spending data and
found nearly identical results.

7. Findings

7.1. Patronage from theTop-Down:Work relief spending
and Urban Machines

We begin by examining work relief spending in machine
versus non-machine cities. Drawing on the city-level pub-
lic spending data available for 77 of the largest 100 cities,
Figure 1 charts the differences in per capita expenditures
from the work relief programs of FERA, the CWA, and the
WPA in machine and non-machine cities between 1933-1940.
Although the sample does not include two machine cities
(Camden, NJ and Tampa, FL), the data provide the most gran-
ular view of public spending in cities during the New Deal. As
such, the figure provides initial indications of whether urban
machines received more federal patronage than other cities.

As we can see, while machine and non-machine cities
received almost the same amount of federal funding per
capita during the FERA and CWA years of work relief
(1933-1935), this changed with the beginning of the WPA: in
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Figure 1. New Deal Spending Per Capita, MachineVersus Non-Machine
Cities.

total between 1933-1936,work relief spending grewby almost
$2 more per capita in machine cities versus non-machine
cities. This is consistent with complaints lodged against the
FDR administration at the time.85 But as we show in Table A2
of the Appendix, these differences in work relief expansion
betweenmachine and non-machine cities are not statistically
significant. Moreover, machine cities saw larger declines in
spending between 1936-1940, such that when we examine
the entire period, 1933-1940, work relief actually expanded
slightly less in machine cities than in non-machine cities.

But the city-level data shown in Figure 1 do not allow us
to observe the factors that did predict work relief spending
because we do not have economic and demographic data at
the city-level; as such, it is still possible that political log-
ics were dictating spending more than economic need. To
assess this, we predict county-level work relief expenditures
averaged over the 1933–1939 period, for the counties con-
taining the 100 largest cities, using the political, economic,
and demographic indicators described above in Model (1).
Figure 2 reports the statistically significant coefficients from
the model, and Table A3 of the Appendix reports the full
regression results.

As Figure 2 shows, work relief spending was dictated
largely by a needs-based logic: it was greatest where
unemployment was high in 1930 and increased most from
1930–1940. These findings largely corroborate Fishback,
Kantor, and Wallis’ results.86 The only other explanatory
variable that reaches significance is our measure of elec-
toral competitiveness: it appears that, rather than targeting
Democratic counties in an attempt to mobilize core sup-
porters, New Dealers targeted swing counties in an effort

85 Howard, Federal Relief Policy.
86 Fishback, Kantor, and Wallis, “New Deal’s Three R’s.”
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Change in Unemployment, 1930−1940

Unemployment 1930
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Coefficient Estimate

Figure 2. Predictors of New Deal Spending Per Capita. The figure plots
statistically significant coefficient estimates and 95% confidence intervals
from Model 1,an OLS regression using county-level political and economic
indicators to predict work relief spending per capita.

to persuade voters to their side.87 This points away from
machines as the main beneficiaries of work relief spending:
they had much higher rates of prior Democratic Party voting
but lower measures of electoral competitiveness than non-
machine counties (per Table A1). In Figure A1 we plot the
model residuals, which provide further evidence that there is
no apparent, undetected relationship between machines and
work relief spending that is not explained by political and
economic differences. In short, while machines did receive
large influxes of work relief spending because of their high
levels of economic need, these results provide little evidence
that they received more than their fair share of the work
relief pie.

7.2. Votes from the Bottom-Up:Work relief spending and
democratic vote share

But urban bosses had no way of verifying whether this was
the case. Their experience, as recounted by Dorsett, Erie,
and Mayhew, was an incredible influx of federal work relief
funds and patronage positions to fill. As such, even if they
were not receiving more than their fair share of the pie,
they may still have been using that influx to assist federal
Democrats based on their assumption that federal Democrats
were assisting them. So, were they better than other county-
level parties at using work relief funds to marshal votes for
federal Democratic candidates? Figure 3 provides a prima
facie view of this. Drawing on our categorization of machines
and county-level voting data from 1924-1940, it charts the

87 Wright, “Economy of New Deal Spending.”

differences in Democratic Party vote share in machine and
non-machine counties containing the 100 largest cities for
presidential elections (panel (a)) and for Senate elections
(panel (b)). The dotted vertical line marks the year FDR was
first elected, in 1932. As thefigure shows,without considering
the effect of New Deal spending and other confounding vari-
ables, machine counties were, on average, more Democratic
than non-machine counties in presidential elections—and
this was true for the most part both before and after the
New Deal. In presidential elections, the difference between
machine and non-machine counties appears to hold constant
throughout period, while in Senate elections the difference
fluctuates over time but appears to have grown larger, on
average, from 1932 onward (with the exception of 1936).

To assess whether these changes were the result of
machines’ particular ability to marshal Democratic votes
using work relief funds, we turn to the results from Model
(2), which compares Democratic voter share over time in
senatorial and presidential elections, between states with
more and less work relief spending per capita, and also
between counties that are/are not dominated by a political
machine. Table 2 shows the results of these analyses. The
models predict county-level Democratic vote share in pres-
idential elections (columns 1 and 2) and Senate elections
(columns 3 and 4) for counties containing the 100 largest
cities. All models include county and year fixed effects, and
models in columns (2) and (4) also include fixed effects for
region and the time-varying covariates described above. For
the sake of readability, we report only the coefficients of
interest on works grants and works grants x machine county in
the main text. Table A4 of the Appendix reports estimates for
the full set of coefficients.

Columns (1) and (2) provide little evidence that machines
were able to use the expansion of work relief programs to
increase FDR’s vote share better than non-machine coun-
ties. In fact, the negative point estimates suggest that, if
anything, machines were worse at using work relief to
funnel votes to FDR than non-machine counties (although
this estimate is only statistically significant at the 10 per-
cent level). The opposite is true for Senate races: here,
as columns (3) and (4) indicate, machine counties saw
larger increases in Democratic vote share for Senate than
non-machine counties, given similar levels of state work
relief expansion. Moreover, machine versus non-machine
differences in Democratic vote share for Senate races were
substantial. In states with an average increase in state
work relief expenditures per capita between 1932 and
1936, machines saw a 4-percentage point larger increase in
Democratic vote share for Senators, relative to their non-
machine counterparts. In Table A6, we include state-level
time trends and reach the same substantive conclusions;
however, with very few degrees of freedom the coefficient for
works grants x machine county is only statistically significant at
p< 0.1. Moreover, as expected, we only observe these results
forwork relief programs:whenwe replicateModel (2)with all
other New Deal grants instead of work relief grants, we find
thatmachines were unable to increase Democratic vote share
for either FDR or Democratic Senators.
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Figure 3. Democratic PartyVoting, MachineVersus Non-Machine Counties. (a) President, (b) Senate.

7.3. Case studies: Chicago and Pittsburgh

Taken together, our findings thus far only partially corrob-
orate the account of urban machines using New Deal work
relief programs to link together a local-national patron-
age system within the Democratic Party: while they were
better than non-machine counties in using federal funds to
increase Democratic Senate candidates’ vote shares, we have
not found evidence that they were able to do the same for
FDR. Given that this last result contradicts our expectations,
we probe this finding further below. In particular, given the
small group of machine counties and the relatively large
standard errors on our estimates for presidential elections
in Table 2, it is possible that machines were working success-
fully to FDR’s benefit, but we are unable to detect this with
our data. As such, we turn to two synthetic control analy-
ses of cases where we have a particularly strong expectation
of finding “machine effects” on Democratic presidential vote
share: Pittsburgh and Chicago are both Democratic machines
that emerged during the New Deal. And according to exist-
ing accounts, these new machines—the David Lawrence/Joe
Guffey machine in Pittsburgh and the Ed Kelly/Patrick Nash
machine in Chicago—were able to consolidate because they
received favors from FDR who, in turn, believed they were
providing him votes.88

Journalists Alsop and Kintner produced an account of
Senator Joe Guffey’s rising political star for The Saturday
Evening Post in 1938. According to them, Guffey—along
with his ally David Lawrence, who was chair of the
Allegheny County Democrats—built his Democratic machine

88 As Erie writes: “The New Deal coalition also strengthened a new generation

of Irish machines being built in cities such as Chicago and Pittsburgh.” See also:

Dorsett, Franklin D. Roosevelt; Schickler, Racial Realignment.

in Pittsburgh almost entirely on the back of the New Deal.
Guffey, they explained, had no real policy preferences beyond
an ingrained sense of loyalty to the Democratic Party and an
ingrained belief in quid pro quo. Andwhen it came to theNew
Deal, he saw an opportunity to build a Democratic machine
in a long-standing Republican state.89 As Alsop and Kintner
wrote in the second piece in their series on Guffey’s politics:

Hemade the President’s gratitude for the bandwagon’s start pay div-
idends in patronage and pap. He used the patronage and pap to build
the machine. And then he gathered in the converts of the New Deal,
trained them, organized themandusedhismachine to vote them […]
The captain and his committeemen, who are the serfs of Guffeyland,
cultivate their precinct with great industry, hobnobbing with the
voters, distributing small favors, and, at election times, leading their
people to the polls.90

Perhapsmost consequential for national politics was Guffey’s
effort, working alongside Robert Vann, the editor of the
Pittsburgh Courier, one of the largest Black newspapers in
the country, to bring Pittsburgh’s Black voters into the
Democratic fold.91 In return Guffey received control over the
distribution of key patronage jobs for his clients.92

There is evidence that a similar process took place within
Chicago’s Democratic machine. As historian Rita Gordon
notes, Black migrants to Chicago in the 1920s found an alle-
giance to the national Republican Party reinforced by a local
Republican boss, “Big Bill” Thompson, who courted their

89 Alsop and Kintner, “Biography of a Boss”; Alsop and Kintner, “The Capture of

Pennsylvania.”
90 Alsop and Kintner, “The Capture of Pennsylvania,” 17.
91 Schickler, Racial Realignment.
92 Alsop and Kintner, “Biography of a Boss”; Alsop and Kintner, “The Capture of

Pennsylvania.”
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Figure 4. Synthetic Control Analyses of Democratic PresidentialVote Share. (a) Pittsburgh, (b) Chicago.

votes by supplyingpatronage.93 Even amidst the depths of the
Depression, Chicago’s Black voters stuck with Hoover in 1932.
But when Anton Cermak rode the national Democratic wave
to the Chicago mayor’s office in 1932, and was then replaced
by Edward Kelly after his assassination in 1933, the new
Chicago Democratic machine began courting Black voters
by increasing “the patronage, both petty and important.”94

FDR’s vote share among Chicago’s growing Black community
also swelled after 1932, even as White voters in the city tem-
pered their enthusiasm starting in 1936.95 FDR, for his part,
viewed the Chicago and Illinois machines as a great boon to
his electoral fortunes.96

In sum, both the bosses and FDR thought that there was
a mutually beneficial relationship taking place: New Deal
social programs not only strengthened an existing machine,
but according to accounts at the time, they supported the
creation of a new Democratic machine. Local bosses sought
to leverage work relief funds to bring voters, particularly
new constituencies among their Black residents, into the
Democratic fold both locally and nationally, and FDR felt the
bosses were successful enough to reward them with further
control over patronage opportunities. In aword, if therewere
any two cities where machines were able to leverage work
relief programs to FDR’s benefit, we might expect it to be
these two.

With this in mind, we turn to the result of our syn-
thetic control analyses, whichmatch Chicago and Pittsburgh,
respectively, to a weighted average of all non-machine coun-
ties based on their pre-1936 demographic and political char-
acteristics, as described above. Figure 4 shows the results

93 Gordon, “Change in the Political Alignment.” See also: Richard Keiser,

Subordination or Empowerment?: African-American Leadership and the Struggle for Urban

Political Power (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997).
94 Henderson, “Political Changes in Chicago.”
95 Gordon, “Change in the Political Alignment.”
96 Dorsett, Franklin D. Roosevelt.

of these. Panel (a) shows Pittsburgh’s vote share trajectory
from 1928–1940 as a solid line, compared to its synthetic con-
trol in a dashed line, while panel (b) shows the same for
Chicago. The dotted vertical linemarks the year 1936. Neither
Pittsburgh nor Chicago had a Democratic machine prior to
the New Deal. This means that we can conceptualize a kind of
bundled treatment beginning in 1936: the first presidential
election during which both cities had a Democratic machine
in place, and the first one during the New Deal.

We can think of the dotted line marking the synthetic
control as the best approximation, based on observable pre-
treatment characteristics, of the unobservable counterfac-
tual: what would have been the trajectory in Democratic
presidential vote share in Pittsburgh and Chicago had they
not consolidated machines in 1936?

As we can see in both panels, there is little evidence that
either machine city outperformed in Democratic vote share,
relative to a similar, non-machine city. In fact, both machines
actually performedworse than the comparison, non-machine
control in 1936 and 1940—just as the negative coefficient esti-
mates in Table 2 would predict. Taken together, the analyses
shown in Table, alongwith Figure 4, suggest that there is very
little evidence that urban bosses used federal work relief pro-
grams to generate votes for FDR. These findings also suggest
a reconciliation of different interpretations as to what fed-
eral control overwork reliefmeant for patronagepolitics. The
New Deal’s critics, and later historians, pointed to Senators’
victory in winning the right to appoint WPA administra-
tors as the key institutional feature of the new program that
allowed for local-national political patronage. But as Figure 4
indicates, this did not benefit FDR in machine cities.

8. Discussion and conclusion

These results contribute to a decades-old debate about the
role of urban machines in stitching together a local-national
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patronage systemduring theNewDeal. Historians have found
plenty of evidence that FDR rewarded urban bosses who
he believed were leveraging work relief spending to benefit
him come election time: he sent work relief jobs to urban
bosses, and the bosses used their machines to convert those
jobs into votes. And yet, we find only limited evidence that
urbanmachines indeed played this role of linchpin in a local-
national patronage arrangement:machines did not see larger
increases in work relief funds than non-machine cities, and
work relief in general was sent towards the most economi-
cally needy counties and those that were themost electorally
competitive. Despite this, machines still succeeded in using
those funds to bring out votes for Democratic Senate candi-
dates, but not for FDR, the national architect of these policies.

This is true, on average, despite the fact that some urban
bosses had contentious relationships with their Democratic
Senators. This was certainly true of Mayor Curley in Boston,
who found himself at odds with both the Democratic
Governor and Senator in Massachusetts. But in other places
these relationships were close. For example, in Missouri,
Senator Truman consulted with Pendergast before rec-
ommending a work relief director,97 and in Pennsylvania,
Senator Guffey built the Pittsburgh machine in cooperation
with county boss David Lawrence. As a result of these rela-
tionships, even as bosses did not receive more of the work
relief pie, they used the funds they did receive to help deliver
votes to Democratic Senators.

How can we make sense of the fact that machines
were most successful in helping Senators rather than the
president? It is possible that FDR’s early discomfort with
patronage—and his visible condemnation of graft in cases
like Ohio—led local machines to focus on procuring votes for
Senators, often their long-standing patrons, rather than the
President, an unknownoutsider. Although there is plenty evi-
dence ofHopkins’ technocratic goals in the early days of FERA
and the CWA, it is also clear that the haphazard approach to
relief and the administration’s reliance on local agencies in
carrying out left plenty of opportunity for patronage. Even if
machines shifted their efforts to include votes for FDR dur-
ing the WPA, they may not have been persuasive enough to
control the local vote at a time when the New Deal and the
President were suffering from growing criticism.

In short, while urban machines were ideally suited to
turn federal funds into Democratic votes for FDR, they

97 Dorsett, Pendergast Machine.

turned out to have limited success in doing so. This is
not to say that machines were unimportant: on the local
level, there is clear evidence that machines perpetuated
an unequal distribution of public funds.98 But given every
opportunity, they were no more successful than other, sim-
ilar cities in creating a local-national Democratic Party
machine.

This suggests a reinterpretation of the organizational
bases of Democratic Party support during the New Deal.
Mayhew argued that the New Deal Democratic Party was
based in urban machines and CIO unions, later joined
by liberal activist groups during the Great Society era.99

This created something of a distinction between the local
and national Democratic Party, as Mayhew writes, echoing
Gosnell’s observations in Chicago: “The upward transforma-
tive effect here is quite interesting. Evidently through the
medium of exchange relations, party organizations geared
on the whole to relatively inactive government at the bot-
tom [machines] came to give vital support to hyperactive
government building a welfare state at the top.”100 But our
findings suggest that these exchange relations were perhaps
not as central in building support for the expansion of a fed-
eral welfare state, at least insofar as FDR was the driver of
that expansion. Given that other research finds even less evi-
dence that social programs generated support for FDR when
they were not doled out by machines, this suggests that the
link between New Deal programs, machine apparatuses, and
the Democrats’ New Deal Party was not a straightforward
relationship of self-interest and quid pro quo.101 Future schol-
arship should continue excavating the alternative forms of
local organization that linked voters to the transformative
politics of the New Deal.

Supplementary material. The supplementarymaterial for this article can
be found at https://doi.org/10.1017/S0898588X23000081.
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